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BackgroundBackground

North Carolina Clean Air PlanNorth Carolina Clean Air Plan
aka NCCAPaka NCCAP

Enacted 2002 Enacted 2002 

150,000 tons SO2/yr. cap by 2009150,000 tons SO2/yr. cap by 2009
80,000 tons SO2/yr. cap by 201380,000 tons SO2/yr. cap by 2013
264,000 tons SO2 emitted 2003264,000 tons SO2 emitted 2003



BackgroundBackground
Duke Power FGD ProgramDuke Power FGD Program

Station/UnitStation/Unit LocationLocation Net Net 
Capacity Capacity 

Each (MW)Each (MW)

Expected Expected 
StartupStartup

Allen 1 & 2Allen 1 & 2 Belmont, NCBelmont, NC 165165 20092009
Allen 3, 4 & 5Allen 3, 4 & 5 Belmont, NCBelmont, NC 275275 20092009
Belews Creek 1 & Belews Creek 1 & 
22

Walnut Cove, Walnut Cove, 
NCNC

11201120 20082008

Cliffside 5Cliffside 5 Cliffside, NCCliffside, NC 560560 20102010
Marshall 1 & 2Marshall 1 & 2 Terrell, NCTerrell, NC 385385 20072007
Marshall 3 & 4Marshall 3 & 4 Terrell, NCTerrell, NC 660660 2007/20062007/2006



BackgroundBackground
ChallengesChallenges
–– Multiple Base Load Stations AffectedMultiple Base Load Stations Affected
–– Minimal FGD ExperienceMinimal FGD Experience
–– Regulatory UncertaintyRegulatory Uncertainty
–– Minimal Available SpaceMinimal Available Space
–– Fuel UncertaintyFuel Uncertainty
–– Rising Raw Material CostsRising Raw Material Costs

StrategyStrategy
–– System Wide ApproachSystem Wide Approach
–– Standardize As Much As ReasonableStandardize As Much As Reasonable
–– Involve Primary Contractors UpfrontInvolve Primary Contractors Upfront
–– Emphasis On Planning Prior To ExecutionEmphasis On Planning Prior To Execution



Marshall ProgressMarshall Progress



Marshall ProgressMarshall Progress



Marshall ProgressMarshall Progress



Marshall ProgressMarshall Progress



Marshall ProgressMarshall Progress



Belews Creek Belews Creek -- ProgressProgress



Belews Creek Belews Creek -- ProgressProgress



Belews Creek Unique Features Belews Creek Unique Features ––
Wastewater TreatmentWastewater Treatment



Allen Unique Features Allen Unique Features –– Flue Flue 
Gas HandlingGas HandlingLengthy Duct Runs

Minimal space Minimal space 
requires remote requires remote 
location of absorberslocation of absorbers
Duct runs exceed 700 Duct runs exceed 700 
feet feet 
Axial booster fans Axial booster fans 
Constructability Constructability 
reviews to minimize reviews to minimize 
impact on existing impact on existing 
plant operationsplant operations



Scrubber IntegrationScrubber Integration

Scott WilliamsScott Williams
Duke EnergyDuke Energy



Combustion System IssuesCombustion System Issues

Dry or Wet Scrubber?Dry or Wet Scrubber?
What fuels will the plant burn?What fuels will the plant burn?
Do we Upgrade Existing Fans of Add Do we Upgrade Existing Fans of Add 
““booster fansbooster fans””??
Boiler/Duct Structural Evaluation ?Boiler/Duct Structural Evaluation ?



What do we do with the byproduct?What do we do with the byproduct?
If the stack is not reheatedIf the stack is not reheated…… what about what about 
H2 SO4 emissionsH2 SO4 emissions-- ““blue plumeblue plume””??
Is a Wet ESP needed for H2SO4 removal?Is a Wet ESP needed for H2SO4 removal?
What about future emission regulations?What about future emission regulations?
–– Mercury?Mercury?
–– SO3 ?SO3 ?
–– NOx ?NOx ?



Dry or Wet FGDDry or Wet FGD--Critical DecisionCritical Decision ??

Dry AttributesDry Attributes
–– Fewer moving partsFewer moving parts
–– Maintenance cost lowerMaintenance cost lower
–– Lime typically more expensiveLime typically more expensive-- may use lessmay use less
–– Transportation cost and availability of LimeTransportation cost and availability of Lime
–– More difficult to retrofit into existing plantMore difficult to retrofit into existing plant
–– Better suited for low sulfur installationsBetter suited for low sulfur installations
–– Also removes SO3Also removes SO3





Ca(OH)2+ SO2 yields CaSO3-1/2 H20+1/2H20
Ca(OH)2 +SO3 + H2O yields CaSO4 –2H2O

CaSO3 + 1/2H2O yields CaSO4



WetWet

More complicated processMore complicated process
More equipment to maintainMore equipment to maintain
High Water UsageHigh Water Usage
More reagent requiredMore reagent required-- May be lower cost/tonMay be lower cost/ton
Transportation cost of limestone/ availabilityTransportation cost of limestone/ availability
Retrofits into existing unitRetrofits into existing unit-- Easier to build with Easier to build with 
plant plant ““onon--lineline””
Better suited for higher Sulfur InstallationsBetter suited for higher Sulfur Installations



SO2 + CaCO3 + 1/2H2O yields CaSO3 - 1/2 H2O +CO2
SO2 + 1/2O2 +CACO3 +2H2O yields CaSO4 - 2H2O 
+CO2

[i]





What Fuel will the Plant BurnWhat Fuel will the Plant Burn--Critical Critical 
Decision?Decision?

The addition of a scrubber will allow The addition of a scrubber will allow 
expanding fuel supplies to higher SO2  fuel expanding fuel supplies to higher SO2  fuel 
if engineered to do so.if engineered to do so.
Part of this decision making process is to Part of this decision making process is to 
determine what the impacts of a fuel change determine what the impacts of a fuel change 
will be on the will be on the ““balance of plantbalance of plant””..
A thorough analysis is required.A thorough analysis is required.



Particulate ControlParticulate Control

Is the ESP/BH sized appropriately?Is the ESP/BH sized appropriately?
The function of the Particulate Control The function of the Particulate Control 
changes somewhat to include being a filter changes somewhat to include being a filter 
for the scrubber.for the scrubber.
Typically, if sale quality gypsum is required Typically, if sale quality gypsum is required 
a maximum particulate is required into the a maximum particulate is required into the 
WFGDWFGD-- In the Duke Energy caseIn the Duke Energy case-- 86 86 
mg/SM3.mg/SM3.



Purpose of AnalysisPurpose of Analysis

Evaluate the existing or future Evaluate the existing or future 
Precipitators/Baghouse, Preheaters, NOx removal Precipitators/Baghouse, Preheaters, NOx removal 
Equipment, ash removal system, boiler, and mills, Equipment, ash removal system, boiler, and mills, 
for the Fuels to be burned after the scrubber is in for the Fuels to be burned after the scrubber is in 
operation. operation. 
Determine the restrictions based on contract Determine the restrictions based on contract 
guarantee required emissions input into the guarantee required emissions input into the 
scrubber  and fuel/ash propertiesscrubber  and fuel/ash properties
Provide guidance for fuel restrictionsProvide guidance for fuel restrictions



Precipitator/Baghouse AnalysisPrecipitator/Baghouse Analysis

An analysis will be required to determine if the An analysis will be required to determine if the 
particulate control devise will consistently make particulate control devise will consistently make 
emission requirements into/out of the FGD.emission requirements into/out of the FGD.
The function of the ESP/BH The function of the ESP/BH expandsexpands to include to include 
filtration of particulate for the Scrubber (wet), and filtration of particulate for the Scrubber (wet), and 
a filter to remove added lime (dry). In our case .06 a filter to remove added lime (dry). In our case .06 
#/mmBTU is required into the FGD to make sale #/mmBTU is required into the FGD to make sale 
quality gypsum.quality gypsum.



NOX EquipmentNOX Equipment

Low NOx burners increase unburned carbon in the Low NOx burners increase unburned carbon in the 
ash, which if not properly regulated, cause ash, which if not properly regulated, cause 
collection issues with particulate control collection issues with particulate control 
equipment. Also tends to be equipment. Also tends to be smolderingsmoldering coal coal 
carryover downstream.carryover downstream.

Typically, dynamic or static classifies are required, Typically, dynamic or static classifies are required, 
with additional mill calibration attention.with additional mill calibration attention.

In our case, LOI is up to 20% on several units with In our case, LOI is up to 20% on several units with 
Low NOx burners.Low NOx burners.



Low NOx BurnersLow NOx Burners



Preheater/Selected Catalytic Preheater/Selected Catalytic 
Reduction IssuesReduction Issues



ABS & Fouling ConcernsABS & Fouling Concerns

SCR equipment adds the potential for fouling the SCR equipment adds the potential for fouling the 
air preheater cold end baskets with not only air preheater cold end baskets with not only 
ammonium bisulfate (ABS) deposits but also SOammonium bisulfate (ABS) deposits but also SO3 3 ..
ABS deposits form in a temperature range of ABS deposits form in a temperature range of 
300300ooF (148 C) to 400F (148 C) to 400ooF (205 C).F (205 C).
SOSO33 deposition occurs from 275deposition occurs from 275ooF (135 C) and F (135 C) and 
below.below.
The planned use of higher sulfur fuels further The planned use of higher sulfur fuels further 
increases SOincreases SO33 levels which tends to expand the levels which tends to expand the 
ABS deposition zone to the upper temperature ABS deposition zone to the upper temperature 
limit, & it will increase SOlimit, & it will increase SO33 fouling rates at the cold fouling rates at the cold 
end.end.





Selected Catalytic Reactor Issues Selected Catalytic Reactor Issues 
(SCR)(SCR)

Levels of Calcium Oxide and Arsenic in the ash Levels of Calcium Oxide and Arsenic in the ash 
are the major concern.are the major concern.
The SO2 to SO3 conversion rate of the catalyst is The SO2 to SO3 conversion rate of the catalyst is 
a major issue.a major issue.-- This increases the SO3 in the flue This increases the SO3 in the flue 
gas streamgas stream-- ““blue plumeblue plume””
Unit does not have as much Unit does not have as much ““turnturn--downdown”” due to due to 
temperature restrictions on Catalyst.temperature restrictions on Catalyst.
Limestone injection may be required is high Limestone injection may be required is high 
Arsenic in coal.Arsenic in coal.









Ash Removal SystemAsh Removal System

Typically the removal capability of the ash Typically the removal capability of the ash 
system is known. For example, the system system is known. For example, the system 
may be designed to remove 20% ash coals.may be designed to remove 20% ash coals.
However, certain coals do not convey well However, certain coals do not convey well 
with wet ash systems. Conversion to burn with wet ash systems. Conversion to burn 
high calcium fuels may require a conversion high calcium fuels may require a conversion 
to a to a ““dry ashdry ash”” system.system.



Boiler and Boiler and PulverizerPulverizer EvaluationEvaluation

It will be necessary to evaluation the It will be necessary to evaluation the 
Following:Following:
–– Total Fuel FlowTotal Fuel Flow
–– Ash FlowAsh Flow
–– Flue Gas VelocityFlue Gas Velocity
–– Boiler SlaggingBoiler Slagging-- FurnaceFurnace
–– Boiler FoulingBoiler Fouling-- BackpassBackpass



Boiler Parameters to be EvaluatedBoiler Parameters to be Evaluated

–– NOx output from FurnaceNOx output from Furnace
–– Sox output from FurnaceSox output from Furnace
–– Unburned CarbonUnburned Carbon



Marshall 1 and 2 BoilerMarshall 1 and 2 Boiler













PulverizersPulverizers



Electrical Electrical AuxilliariesAuxilliaries

At Marshall StationAt Marshall Station-- 2200 mW total 2200 mW total 
An additional 40 mW of power will be used An additional 40 mW of power will be used 
for for AuxillariesAuxillaries to power the Wet Scrubberto power the Wet Scrubber



Reinforce the Exiting Combustion Reinforce the Exiting Combustion 
System or Open BypassSystem or Open Bypass--Critical Critical 

DecisionDecision
With the addition of a Wet or Dry FGD With the addition of a Wet or Dry FGD 
(scrubber) fans will need to be upgraded or (scrubber) fans will need to be upgraded or 
booster fans added to account for the additional booster fans added to account for the additional 
pressure drop in the duct and absorber vessel. pressure drop in the duct and absorber vessel. 
These fans will pull more vacuum/pressure on These fans will pull more vacuum/pressure on 
the combustion system.the combustion system.
This fan upgrade will require a complete This fan upgrade will require a complete 
structural review of the structural review of the ““combustion systemcombustion system””
including the boiler, ductwork, and Particulate including the boiler, ductwork, and Particulate 
Control Devices. Control Devices. 



This Structural Evaluation should include This Structural Evaluation should include 
both both operatingoperating and and transcienttranscient conditions.conditions.
TranscientTranscient Conditions include Master Fuel Conditions include Master Fuel 
Trips, Fan Trips, Fan ““run outrun out””



NFPA 85 (8502)NFPA 85 (8502)

Standard for the Prevention of Furnace Standard for the Prevention of Furnace 
Implosions in Multiple Burner BoilerImplosions in Multiple Burner Boiler--FurnacesFurnaces
–– ““The furnace shall be capable of withstanding a The furnace shall be capable of withstanding a 

transient design pressure without permanent transient design pressure without permanent 
deformation due to yield or buckling of any support deformation due to yield or buckling of any support 
member.member.

–– The transient design pressure shall be at least, but The transient design pressure shall be at least, but 
shall not be required to be greater than,  shall not be required to be greater than,  --35 IN H2O35 IN H2O





Engineering Design of Boiler Engineering Design of Boiler 
StiffeningStiffening

Based on the results of the engineering Based on the results of the engineering 
study, the decision was made to proceed study, the decision was made to proceed 
with the detailed engineering design based with the detailed engineering design based 
on complete stiffening of the B&W 1,200 on complete stiffening of the B&W 1,200 
MW Boiler.MW Boiler.
The final result of the engineering required The final result of the engineering required 
200 tons of steel 200 tons of steel –– for a total of 22,766 for a total of 22,766 
pieces pieces –– placed on a 15placed on a 15--story boiler, with a story boiler, with a 
total of 300,000 welds.total of 300,000 welds.



Front of Boiler ScaffoldingFront of Boiler Scaffolding



Buckstay Cover Plate Buckstay Cover Plate 
ReinforcementReinforcement



Open Stack BypassOpen Stack Bypass

Another option to deal with the boiler/duct Another option to deal with the boiler/duct 
implosion design is to leave the existing dry implosion design is to leave the existing dry 
stack open, and design the fans for stack open, and design the fans for 
additional gas flow.additional gas flow.
The old dry stack acts as a The old dry stack acts as a ““relief valverelief valve”” for for 
the combustion system.the combustion system.
Transient analysis can be performed to Transient analysis can be performed to 
determine the effects.determine the effects.



Marshall ProgressMarshall Progress



Where do we Put the Where do we Put the 
Lime/Limestone and Byproduct ?Lime/Limestone and Byproduct ?--

Critical DecisionCritical Decision
With the installation of a Wet Scrubber there With the installation of a Wet Scrubber there 
will be two new piles of substances on the will be two new piles of substances on the 
plant siteplant site
For 2200 mW station, 1.6% sulfur coal, and For 2200 mW station, 1.6% sulfur coal, and 
95% removal the gypsum production rate is 95% removal the gypsum production rate is 
expected to be 625,000 tons/year, which is expected to be 625,000 tons/year, which is 
about about ½½ the amount of ash that comes out the amount of ash that comes out 
of the plant ( 12% ash in coal). of the plant ( 12% ash in coal). 



Possibilities for GypsumPossibilities for Gypsum

LandfillLandfill
Sell or use to produce wallboard for Sell or use to produce wallboard for 
constructionconstruction
Agricultural SupplementAgricultural Supplement



Selling GypsumSelling Gypsum

There are a number of requirements to sell There are a number of requirements to sell 
gypsumgypsum
For example, emissions from the ESP or For example, emissions from the ESP or 
Baghouse will be limited in order to keep the Baghouse will be limited in order to keep the 
““inertsinerts”” to 3to 3--4% of the gypsum. This may 4% of the gypsum. This may 
cause a particulate control upgrade?cause a particulate control upgrade?



Heated or Unheated Stack?Heated or Unheated Stack?--
Critical DecisionCritical Decision



SO3 GenerationSO3 Generation

SO3 is generated during the combustion SO3 is generated during the combustion 
processprocess
SO2 is eliminated by the scrubberSO2 is eliminated by the scrubber
SO3 is NOT eliminated by the wet scrubberSO3 is NOT eliminated by the wet scrubber
When the flue gas temperature is reduced When the flue gas temperature is reduced 
below the acid dew point H2SO4 (sulfuric below the acid dew point H2SO4 (sulfuric 
acid) is formedacid) is formed



BLUE PLUMEBLUE PLUME

H2SO4 particles scatter the light more and H2SO4 particles scatter the light more and 
increase opacity. increase opacity. 
This is called This is called ““blue plumeblue plume””
10 ppm of SO3 out of the scrubber stack 10 ppm of SO3 out of the scrubber stack 
produces .03 #/mmBTU of particulate produces .03 #/mmBTU of particulate 
emissionsemissions









Unheated StacksUnheated Stacks--American StyleAmerican Style

With coal with sulfur percentage greater With coal with sulfur percentage greater 
then 1.5% a then 1.5% a ““blue plumeblue plume”” may occurmay occur
All unheated stacks have steam plumesAll unheated stacks have steam plumes
A A ““blue plume lingersblue plume lingers””, sometimes for , sometimes for 
kilometers, while the steam plume usually kilometers, while the steam plume usually 
dissipates in a few hundred meters.dissipates in a few hundred meters.
Stack height is also an issueStack height is also an issue-- The closer the The closer the 
top of the stack is to the ground the more top of the stack is to the ground the more 
likely a plume likely a plume ““touchdowntouchdown”” occurs.occurs.



Heated StackHeated Stack--
European StyleEuropean Style

Gets rid of the visibility issueGets rid of the visibility issue
Negative impact on Heat rateNegative impact on Heat rate
Additional CostAdditional Cost



Is a Wet Precipitator Needed?Is a Wet Precipitator Needed?

Removes H2SO4 from the gas stream Removes H2SO4 from the gas stream 
efficientlyefficiently
Will also remove other trace elementsWill also remove other trace elements
Intended to for Intended to for ““polishingpolishing”” removal onlyremoval only
Increased maintenance costIncreased maintenance cost



Tubular Style Horizontal Flow WESPTubular Style Horizontal Flow WESP





Vertical Flow WESPVertical Flow WESP-- Cleans with Cleans with 
WaterWater-- No rappersNo rappers



Vertical Flow WESPVertical Flow WESP



New Plant LimitsNew Plant Limits
PollutantPollutant Permit ApplicationPermit Application ProposedProposed

(lb/(lb/MMBtuMMBtu)                Approx. mg/Sm3    )                Approx. mg/Sm3    
NOxNOx .08.08 115115
SO2SO2 .20.20 288288
TSPTSP .015.015 2121
PM10PM10 .024.024 3535
COCO .15.15 216216
VOCVOC .004.004 66
H2SO4H2SO4 .006.006 99
Fluorides Fluorides .0015.0015 22
HClHCl .0083.0083 1212
LeadLead .000022.000022 .03.03



ThatThat’’s Alls All
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